
Lecture 11 Quiz

! This is a preview of the draft version of the quiz

Started: May 12 at 1:49pm

Quiz Instructions
Please choose the best answer.

 
1 ptsQuestion 1

Cones and Radial-out

Radial out and echo-planar

Cartesian and Radial-out

Radial out and full-projection

Two common ways to sample k-space along spokes that pass through the center
are 

 
1 ptsQuestion 2

2pi and pi times as many excitations

pi and pi/2 times as many excitations

The same number of excitations

pi times as many excitations for both

Fully-sampled radial-out and full-projection imaging, compared to an NxN
Cartesian acquisition require
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1 ptsQuestion 3

aliased replicas a FOV apart

rings at radius equal to the FOV with no other signal

a ring at radius equal to the FOV, with streaks eminating outward

random, noise-like signal of uniform amplitude

The point-spread function (PSF) for radial sampling has a central high peak and

 
1 ptsQuestion 4

reduced overall, because of sampling density compensation

increased due to oversampling at the center

similar, and with white noise

reduced overall, based on both samples per unit k-space area and effects of density
compensation

SNR efficiency from sampling along radial spokes, compared to Cartesian is

 
1 ptsQuestion 5

it avoids aliasing

Golden-angle sampling is useful because
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it reduces the scan time penalty from radial imaging

it reduces blurring

it acquires a fairly even angular distribution over a range of temporal windows

 
1 ptsQuestion 6

turns that are evenly spaced in a radial direction

variable sampling density

reduced off-resonance effects

turns where the orthogonal spacing between adjacent turns is constant

The Archimedean spiral has

 
1 ptsQuestion 7

ringing

image blurring

image distortion

image displacement

In spiral imaging, off-resonance causes

 
1 ptsQuestion 8
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avoid aliasing completely

avoid blurring due to off-resonance

provide no loss of SNR efficiency

allow faster sampling with less coherent aliasing

The advantage of variable-density spirals is they

 
1 ptsQuestion 9

half-Fourier acquisition

stack-of-spirals, twisted projections and cones

echo-planar and propellor

spiral-in, spiral-out

Approaches to spiral imaging in 3D include

 
1 ptsQuestion 10

deep learning

density compensation only

interpolation only

density compensation and interpolation

Gridding is used to resample data to a Cartesian grid using these steps:
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